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Wobbly Gobbler
Supplies included in kit:
-

Wine bottle
Colored burlap – various
Felt – gold, white, black
Raffia
Paper patterns
Black marker
Hot glue gun
Hot glue sticks

Additional supplies you will need:
-

Scissors

Directions:
A note about preparing the burlap: The burlap in the kit has been brushed with a mixture of half
Elmer’s white glue and half water. I coated one side thoroughly and let it dry overnight. This
stiffens the material and helps keep it from unraveling.
1. Plug in the hot glue gun to start heating.
2. Cut out the paper pattern pieces.
3. Use the black marker to trace the feathers onto the burlap.
Trace two long feathers and two medium feathers onto
the largest piece of burlap. Cut out.
4. Trace one long feather, one short feather, and the wattle
onto the red burlap. Cut out.
5. Trace one long feather and one short feather onto the
remaining piece of burlap. Cut out.
6. Arrange the feathers in a fan shape for the turkey tail. Hot
glue them together.
7. Hot glue the tail onto the wine bottle.
8. Tie a bow with the raffia. Hot glue it to the “forehead” area of your turkey. (Above
where the face will go.)
9. Trace two feet and one beak onto the gold felt. Cut out.
10. Trace two of the larger eye shape (marked W) onto the white felt. Cut out.
11. Trace two of the smaller eye shape (marked B) onto the black felt. Cut out.
12. Glue the feet at the bottom of the bottle. (See the photo for reference.)
13. Glue the wattle behind one side of the beak and glue onto the bottle.
14. Glue the black eye pieces on top of the white eye pieces. Glue them onto the bottle.
15. Find a perch for your Wobbly Gobbler and enjoy!

